Course number (or hyphenated number).

For a proposed new course, suggest a number if possible or use a template that indicates the level such as 1XXX or 1XXX-1XXY.

Courses numbers xx80 to xx99 are reserved:
- xx80 and xx90 for field study;
- xx81 and xx91 for internship;
- xx82 and xx92 for practicum;
- xx83 and xx93 for foreign study;
- xx84 and xx94 for seminar;
- xx85 and xx95 for special topics;
- xx86 and xx96 for thesis;
- xx87 and xx97 for honors thesis;
- xx88 and xx98 for variable topics;
- xx89 for undergraduate research
- xx99 for independent study.

Experimental courses are proposed as special or variable topics courses, i.e., as xx85, xx95, xx88 or xx98.